The Bureau for Workers ‘Activities (ACTRAV) Bureau des activités pour les travailleurs )
ACTRAV support workers ‘organizations in the defense and promotion of workers’ rights.

- Is the link between the International Labour Office and one of its key constituent: the workers’ organizations.
- Ensures that the concerns of workers’ organizations are incorporated into all the activities of the International Labour Office.
- Enables workers’ organizations to make full use of the potential of the Office.
- Enables the Office to count on the support of workers’ organizations in promoting and attaining its goals.

**ACTRAV links to:**

- **International Workers' Organizations** like ITUC, WFTU, OATU
- **Regional and Sectoral Workers' Organizations**
- **National Centers and Branch Unions through the Field Work**
- **Research Facilities and Universities** like GLU, ETUI, TUAC
- **The ILO Director General**
- **Technical Departments of the ILO Office like SECTOR, PARDEV, NORMS**
- **ACTEMP, the office for employers' activities**
- **Regional, subregional and country offices of the ILO**
ACTRAV’s Support to the WG

In close cooperation with and through the Secretariat of the Workers’ Group, the officers of ACTRAV:

- give technical assistance to the work of the WG.
- help to organize meetings of the WG or its members with other ILO departments provide information regarding the work of the Office.
- assist on organizing conferences and activities on issues related to the implementation of the priorities defined by the ILO.

ACTRAV’s work is organised in 5 clusters (in line with the ILO Strategic Objectives) within the framework of the Future of Work centenary initiative and the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda:

- Employment
- Social Protection
- Social Dialogue
- International Labour Standards
- Knowledge management (as a tool to support the first four Clusters)
Professional and competent Team

- ACTRAV brings together a team of specialists with a deep knowledge of the social–economic, labor issues and the trade union movement, representing the various regions of the world. Our specialists work from the Office’s Geneva headquarters, as well as from its regional and sub-regional offices in the field, ITC Turin where they liaise with workers’ constituents and work in close coordination with the ILO’s structures across the world for the promotion of social justice and decent work.

In close coordination with ILO’s technical departments, ACTRAV’s teams are working together on different topics to provide services to workers’
Outcome 1: Strong Tripartite Constituents and Influential and Inclusive Social Dialogue

Output 1.2: Increased institutional capacity of workers’ organizations

- At the country level the ILO will support workers’ organizations to:
  - contribute effectively to the formulation and coherent implementation of economic, social and environmental policies at national, regional, and international levels, including in multilateral frameworks or institutions;
  - prepare bi–partite and tripartite social dialogue proposals, including collective bargaining agreements at different levels on relevant areas;
  - provide new and/or improved services to their members;
  - attract new members and integrate and represent a more diversified workforce, recognizing the need to ensure gender equality and effective transition to formality, through innovative strategies.
At the global level

- develop a package of innovative strategies, policy options and advocacy materials, including knowledge development and communication strategies and tools on relevant policy areas;
- elaborate curricula and implement innovative training programs in cooperation with the Turin Centre on the priority policy areas, with a focus on the role and voice of unions to ensure policy coherence at both national and international levels;
- develop tools and strategies to support social dialogue and collective bargaining at all levels, including cross-border;
- develop knowledge and document good practices on new forms of representation and organizational models, including the use of digital technologies